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Across
1. Requires driver and passenger to take 

action to protect themselves from danger

4. Looks like a four leaf clover from above

6. The sudden loss of air pressure in a tire

7. A crash

8. A subtance with a low freezing point, 

added to the liquid in a vehicles radiator to 

prevent freezing

10. When determining your option, you make 

a comparison of the info you have

13. A skid caused when the brakes are 

applied so hard the one or more wheels locks

19. traction or friction

23. A skid on a turn or curve

25. laws that regulate a drivers id and vehicle 

standards

27. The percentage of alcohol in a persons 

blood

28. The force that pushes a moving object out 

of a curve into a straight path

29. The 3-percent cone at the center of your 

focus

Down
2. See limited-access expressway

3. The selection between two or more 

possible options

5. The point where all the weight of the 

object is evenly distributed

9. "saying" aloud what you sense in 

real-world traffic situations

11. A braking system used to keep a vehicles 

brakes from locking when the driver brakes 

abruptly

12. A colorless, odorless, highly poisonous 

gas; product of burning fuel

14. A generator that produces the electricity 

needed to run a vehicle and its electrical 

devices

15. A speed interrupting normal speed for a 

brief period of time or stretch of road

16. A curve that slopes up from the inside 

edge

17. An area outside the vehicle not visible 

through the driver's rear view or side view 

mirrors

18. a combination of dangerous acts while 

driving

20. The ability to see colors

21. Events you assume might happen

22. A skid occurring when a tire suddenly 

loses air pressure

24. To make allowances, as in compensating 

for driving impaired with the cold or flu

26. In a vehicle with manual transmission, a 

device that disengages and engages the engine 

connected to the drive shaft; the pedal by which 

the device is operated


